Zoom Meeting Preparation
●

Please make sure your phone or computer is muted to minimize background noise.
○

●

Please make sure you have turned off your camera to save bandwidth and prevent any connectivity issues.
○

●

To do this, hover over the bottom left-hand side of your screen and click “Mute.”
To do this, hover over the bottom left-hand side of your screen and click “Stop Video.”

Please submit questions during the presentation in the “Chat” function located on the bottom of your screen.
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Nonpublic Monthly Call
October 21, 2020

Agenda
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Teacher Certification Updates
Louisiana Scholarship Program Overview
Louisiana Scholarship Program Accountability
Updates
Louisiana Scholarship Program Auditing
Overview

Suggested participants for this call:
●
●
●
●
●

Diocesan Superintendents
School Leaders
Louisiana Scholarship
Program contacts
Finance Managers
Testing Coordinators
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Teacher Certification Updates

Certification Policy Updates
At the June 16 meeting, BESE approved revisions to Bulletin 746, Louisiana Standards for State
Certification of School Personnel. These revisions went into effect on October 20.
The changes include:
• changes to bring policy into alignment with state and federal regulations;
• updates to clarify or amend requirements that are either outdated or inconsistent; and
• updates to the Mentor Assessment Series for Elementary teachers.

Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Certification Policy Updates
Updates to bring policy into alignment with federal and state regulations
● Align nomenclature in bulletin with state guidelines by replacing references to “hearing
impaired” with “Deaf or Hard of Hearing”
● Update eligibility requirements for Child Nutrition Program Supervisor certification to
align with federal regulations
● Align nomenclature in bulletin with new federal regulations relative to national
accreditation by replacing references to “regionally-accredited” institutions with
“institutions accredited pursuant to 34 CFR 602”
● In October 2016, BESE removed the teacher qualification provisions that were aligned
with Title 20: Education, known as the federal "No Child Left Behind Act” as the federal
regulations were repealed; this section still appears in bulletin and needs to be removed.
Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Shift to National Accreditation
The United States Department of Education recently changed how it allows accrediting agencies to
accredit colleges and universities. Universities are no longer required to be accredited by an
accreditor from their region.
Effective October 20, an institution that is accredited by any regional institutional accreditor
recognized by the United States Department of Education meets the requirements for national
accreditation and BESE policy.
Please refer to the provided list of BESE-approved accreditors to be used for certification
purposes.
An institution’s national accreditation status may be verified via the Council for Higher Education
Accreditation (CHEA) website.
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Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.

Certification Policy Updates
Revisions for consistency
● Non-practicing and operational role statuses: update policy to allow these statuses for
educators with standard certificates, ancillary certificates, and CTTIE certificates
● Praxis waivers: Allow educators who are applying for an Out-of-State (OS) certificate or a
Resident certificate to waive Praxis I with a Master’s degree, as current policy allows this
waiver for issuance of Practitioner’s Licenses and Temporary Authority to Teach (TAT)
authorizations
● Letter of Eligibility: Allow for a letter of eligibility for Educational Leadership 1 certificates;
current policy allows for this for the Out-of-state (OS) certificate only
● Non-public certificates: Update advancement and renewal requirements for non-public
certificates to align with advancement and renewal requirements for public certificates
● Renewals: Align Type C renewal requirements with renewal requirements for Level 1
certificates
Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Non-practicing & Operational Role Status
●
●

●

Educators with standard certificates, ancillary certificates, and CTTIE certificates will be
able to place certificates into non-practicing or operational role without an appeal.
Non-practicing:
a. Applies when an educator is no longer employed in a Louisiana school system
b. Educator must apply through last (previous) LA employing school system.
c. Removed the requirement for being done within one year of ceasing employment
Operational role:
a. Applies when an educator is serving in a role that cannot be evaluated via compass
b. LA employing school system must apply on educator’s behalf and verify role
c. Only applies to teaching certificates

Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Praxis Waiver
Applicants possessing a graduate degree in a major other than education from a college or
university accredited in accordance with 34 CFR 602 will be exempted from the Praxis core
academic skills for educators exam requirements.
This means Praxis I can be waived with a master’s degree for applicants for the Out-of-State
(OS), Practitioner’s License (PL), Resident (R), and Temporary Authority to Teach (TAT)
certificates.
Official transcripts showing degree conferral must be submitted with the application to
waive Praxis I requirements.

Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Nonpublic Certificates
Non-public certification may now be earned by completing a teacher evaluation program for
three years at any nonpublic school, with the principal as an evaluator and satisfactory
ratings.
Additionally, nonpublic certificates can now be renewed by earning effective ratings per
local personnel evaluations for at least three years during the five year validity period.
Continuing Learning Units (CLUs) are no longer required for nonpublic certificate renewal.
New forms attesting to the effective/successful ratings are a part of the updated renewal as
of October 20.
Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Type C Certificates
Renewal of Type C certificates now aligns with renewal requirements for Level 1 certificates.
This means that Type C certificates may be renewed for an additional one-year period at the
request of the LEA. Type C certificates are limited to two such extensions.

Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Certification Policy Updates
Technical updates
• Issue PL for one year instead of one school year, thus mitigating the need for
extraneous renewals
• Remove outdated information throughout
• Update date of supervisor of student teaching certificate for serving as a mentor

Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Issuance of PL Certificate
Any application for a Practitioner’s License that is processed on or after October 20 will
be issued for one year instead of for one school session.
Please apply for the certificate at least 3 weeks in advance of the employment start date
to ensure the educator has a valid Practitioner’s License in time for their employment.
Validity start and end date is dependent upon when the certificate is issued.

Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Supervisor of Student Teaching Endorsement
Revised Policy: Individuals who were issued the supervisor of student teaching certificate on or before December 31, 2020,
may serve as a mentor until August 31, 2023.
Note: Educators who did not hold the Supervisor of Student Teaching as of December 31, 2018 must apply for the Mentor
waiver in order to serve as a Mentor for the 2020-2021 academic year.
Applicants can apply to have the Supervisor of Student Teaching endorsement added if they meet one of the following
criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.

have a valid Type A or Level 3 Louisiana certificate in the field of the supervisory assignment;
have a valid Type B or Level 2 Louisiana certificate in the field of the supervisory assignment and successfully
complete the three semester-hour course in the supervision of student teaching;
have a valid Type B or Level 2 Louisiana certificate in the field of the supervisory assignment and successfully
complete assessor training through the Louisiana Teacher Assistance and Assessment Program;
have a valid Type B or Level 2 Louisiana certificate in the field of the supervisory assignment and National Board
Certification.
Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Mentor Assessment Series
In June, BESE adopted a policy change that scales down (from six to four individual
assessments) the Elementary assessment series.
•
•

Elementary teachers currently enrolled in the Mentor teacher training program should
be grandfathered into the policy change adopted by BESE in June.
Elementary teachers who enrolled in the Mentor training prior to the 2020-2021
academic year should be certified based upon passing the two coaching assessments
and any two content assessments of their choosing.

Participants enrolled prior to the 2020-2021 academic year may submit an application for a
provisional certificate when the policy went into effect on October 20.
Please contact believeandprepare@la.gov with any questions.
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Mentor Certification Application
•
•
•

•

•

All application materials need to be submitted to the online certification portal.
Complete pages 6-8 of the ancillary application.
Complete the self-evaluation form to ensure all application requirements are included.
• Those applying for the full ancillary certificate will need to submit the training
provider attendance verification and the Bloomboard assessment completion
certificate.
Participants who were enrolled in LDOE-led training pilot during the 2017-2018 and
2018-2019 academic year and attended at least seven days of training only need to
submit your training attendance verification and assessment waiver email.
A request for Mentor Teacher must be signed (and should be submitted) by the
employing Louisiana school system.
Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Certificate Clarification
Temporary Authority to Teach Teaching Authorization
(TA):
(TAT):
•

•

•

Purpose: temporary teaching
certificate used while
pursuing entrance into a
teacher prep program
Requirements: LEA-level
workforce need area,
baccalaureate degree, Praxis
I (reading & writing), and 2.2
GPA
Data abbreviation TA

●

●

●

Purpose: background
check clearance for
serving in a school (if
uncertified)
Requirements: clear
background check--no
felonies or prohibited
offenses
Data abbreviation TZ

Non-public Temporary (T):
●

●

●

Purpose: granted to
teachers in nonpublic
schools who are working
towards meeting nonpublic
standards (Bulletin 741 NP)
Requirements: employed
in non-public school,
baccalaureate degree
Data abbreviation T1

Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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New Applications
Some applications have been recently updated. Those applications include:
•
•
•

Educational Leadership Application
Ancillary application
Nonpublic Higher application

Revision dates have been included both in the applications and on the website to assist you
in determining if you have the latest application.
Please download and submit the current version of these applications from
teachlouisiana.net.
Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Office Hours
Utilize office hours to discuss complex or time-sensitive applications.

Pre-populate office hours appointment with as much information as possible (case
number, certificate number, educator name(s), scenario).

Expedite cases (through office hours) only as needed--schedule a 15 minute session to
discuss case to be expedited.

Office hours link is to be utilized for school system personnel staff only.
Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Payment Center
Earlier this year, the online teacher certification payment portal was updated with the link
to the new payment center. All links to the payment center from online applications have
also been updated.
Application revision dates have been included on the first page for update awareness.
Please only use the current payment link in the portal or current application links for
payment processing.
Please also update any payment link you have bookmarked or in any written instructions
to educators.
Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Certification Reminders
•

When using Out-of-State Experience Verification Attestation forms, check to be sure
that “successful” or “unsuccessful” is chosen before submitting application.

•

When applying for mentor teacher certification, include:
• Certificate of training completion for BESE approved mentor program
• Certificate of assessment completion from Bloomboard

•

Check teaching certificate on teachlouisiana.net prior to submitting applications
• Due to automatic extensions, some may not need renewal right now.
• We process renewal requests less than 90 days from expiration date.

Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Certification Reminders
The certification office stopped accepting paper applications in May of 2019. Additionally,
certification staff is unable to assist visitors in person.
Please ensure all educators and staff are utilizing the online certification portal for asking
questions and submitting applications.
Certification staff continue to provide customer service through our online portal and office
hours phone appointments (reserved for School system personnel and Program providers).

Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Teacher Certification Appeals Council
The Teacher Certification Appeals Council (TCAC) provides individuals who believe they have
legitimate grounds for an appeal an opportunity to have their records reviewed.
The final TCAC meeting for 2020 is scheduled for November 12. The deadline to be heard at
this meeting has passed.
The next opportunity to appeal will be in 2021. The 2021 TCAC meeting dates are:
• Thursday, February 25
• Thursday, June 10
• Thursday, August 26
• Thursday, November 4
The appeals application will be updated by December 1 to reflect the new dates.
Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Legislative and Policy Support Monthly Calls
The teacher certification team is now a part of the Legislative and Policy Support team. As
such, we hold monthly calls that include information relative to policy, certification, educator
workforce and healthy communities. Teacher preparation providers, school system human
resource/personnel staff, and nonpublic certification contacts are encouraged to join.
Calls are held the third Monday of every month. The dates can be found in the weekly school
system newsletter. Information needed to join these call is included below:
·

·
·
·
·

Webinar Link: https://ldoe.zoom.us/j/91297552609
Passcode: v0sB22
Webinar Phone Number: 312-626-6799
Meeting ID#: 912 9755 2609
Dial-in Passcode: 576112
Please contact certification@la.gov with any questions.
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Louisiana Scholarship Program Overview

LSP Overview
The Louisiana Scholarship Program (LSP) will serve approximately 6,200 students in
125 schools for the 2020-2021 school year. Demand for LSP remains strong for
2020-21.
The Department will release the Notice of Intent to participate in LSP for the
upcoming school year (2021-2022) via email to schools that noted they were
interested in participating as part of the BESE approval process. The notice will also be
in the week’s newsletter. Due date: 10/31

Additional information can be found in the Scholarship Participation Guide.
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Scholarship Participation Guide
The Scholarship Participation Guide is the foundational accountability document for
all Scholarship schools and outlines some of the most important law and policy
requirements. The guide details requirements related to:
•
•
•
•
•

Administering state assessments
Complying with the Notice of Intent (NOI) and quarterly enrollment verification
processes
Maintaining a written or electronic record of student attendance
Submitting to an independent financial audit annually
Completing all health and safety requirements found in policy

Additional information can be found in the Scholarship Participation Guide.
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Louisiana Scholarship Program Accountability
Updates

Scholarship Cohort Index Formulae
SCI is reported on a scale from zero to 150, and is measured by how well schools perform on
the following indices.

Please contact jennifer.baird@la.gov with any questions.
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K-8 and 9-12 Progress Index:
Celebrating Student Growth Through Two Key Questions
Question 2: Are students growing at a rate
comparable to their peers?

Question 1: If students are not yet
achieving Mastery, are they on track
to doing so?
• Every student scoring below
Mastery will receive a simple, clear
growth target for the following year
that illustrates the growth required
to be on track to Mastery in ELA and
math by 8th or 10th grade.
• If a student achieves the target, the
school shall earn 150 points (the
max points possible). Otherwise,
move to question 2.

• Using Louisiana’s value-added model, it is
possible to compare students’ individual
performance to that of similar peers.
• Schools will earn points based on students’
growth percentile as compared to peers.
• 80th-99th percentile (150 points)
• 60th-79th percentile (115 points)
• 40th-59th percentile (85 points)
• 20th-39th percentile (25 points)
• 1st-19th percentile (0 points)

NOTE: The progress index is averaged across two years of results.
Please contact jennifer.baird@la.gov with any questions.
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Setting Targets in a Skip-Year Model
The skip-year progress index model assumes that students would perform the same way as they
would have in the prior year.
Student 2019 scale score in grade 5 ELA= 740
Student 2019 scale score carried over to calculate target for 2021=740
The way the denominator is determined will not change with this model.
• Numerator=actual scale score subtracted from 750 (in case above=10)
• Denominator=number of years left to matriculate to grade 8 (in case above, student is now in
grade 7, so the denominator is 1.

Please contact jennifer.baird@la.gov with any questions.
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What grades are included in the “skip-year” VAM? (K-8)
Due to the lack of 2020 assessments, growth can only be calculated for grade 5 onward. Grade 4
students represent approximately 8% of students included in VAM statewide.

Please contact jennifer.baird@la.gov with any questions.
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Growth-to-Mastery Targets for SY 2020-2021
The LDOE proposes calculating growth-to-mastery targets for use in Step 1 of the Progress
Index consistent with the targets set using the 2018-2019 assessment results.
Example:
• Jill was in 4th grade in 2018-2019 and earned a scale score of 730.
• Jill was in 5th grade in 2019-2020 and did not take any assessments.
• Jill is in 6th grade in 2020-2021. She is 20 points away from the lowest scale score
needed for Mastery (750) based on her most recent assessment from 2018-2019.
• Jill has 3 more years to demonstrate Mastery for 8th grade. She would need to grow 7
points each year (20 pts / 3 years) to reach the lowest score possible for Mastery based
on her current grade and her most recent scale score.
• Therefore, Jill’s growth-to-mastery target for 2020-2021 is 737 (730 + 7).
Please contact jennifer.baird@la.gov with any questions.
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Louisiana Scholarship Program Auditing Overview

Audit Requirement
In order to prepare for the audit, school staff must ensure that the following are in
order:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assurances
1. Educational Purpose Assurance
2. Individual Enrichment Assurance
Financial Controls
Financial Reports
Segregation of Funds
Enrollment Records
Independent Financial Audit Procedures

Please contact ronnie.davisjr@la.gov with any questions.
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Financial Controls
The financial environment in which LSP funds are managed will be audited to determine
if adequate internal controls exist to safeguard state funds.
In anticipation of this review, existing financial systems should be reviewed to ensure
controls are present as follows:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Up-to-date accounting policies and procedures
Trained finance and accounting staff
Ability to report on program funds via system account coding, separate
fund/account or a substitutionary system such as an allocation methodology
Maintenance of supporting documentation for transactions
Dual signatures on checks required
Bank statements reconciled and discrepancies resolved
Limits on access and changes to master payroll files
Adequate segregation of duties
Please contact ronnie.davisjr@la.gov with any questions.
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Segregation of Funds
To effectively distinguish Scholarship funding and related expenditures from private
funding and related expenditures, accounting controls should be implemented through
the use of one of the following three methods:
1) Separate bank accounts for each fund source
2) An accounting system with unique revenue codes or account identifiers for
tuition and other income from private sources
3) Substitutionary System – Allocation Spreadsheet

Please contact ronnie.davisjr@la.gov with any questions.
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Independent Financial Audit Procedures
The audit will include five separate tests:
1) Use of funds (BESE Bulletin 133 – Financial Practices)
a. Program funds are managed using adequate accounting controls
b. Program funds are spent only on educational purposes
c. Funds are not spent in a manner that is grossly irresponsible
d. Funds are not used for gross individual enrichment
2) Tuition and Fees (BESE Bulletin 133 – Financial Practices)
3) Payment verification (Enrollment/Attendance Confirmation) (R.S. 17:4014(B))
4) Income Eligibility (R.S. 17: 4013(2))
5) Special Education Tuition (BESE Bulletin 133 – Financial Practices)

Please contact ronnie.davisjr@la.gov with any questions.
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Audit Schedule Dates

●
●
●

Tuition and Fees Verification and Income Eligibility - October through November 2020
Use of Funds and Payment Accuracy Verification – February through March 2021
Special Education Tuition – February through March 2021

Please contact ronnie.davisjr@la.gov with any questions.
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Important Reminders/Call Summary

Call Summary
Month
October

Key Deadlines
●
●
●

Submit ICQ (LSP schools)
Submit Scholarship Program budget (LSP
schools)
Complete Notice of Intent to participate in
Louisiana Scholarship Program

Support and Resources
●
●
●
●
●

Audit webinar
ICQ document
Budget template
Louisiana Scholarship Program
Participation Guide
Notice of Intent

Please contact nonpublicschools@la.gov with questions.
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Contacts
Ronnie Davis- Auditing
Ronnie.davisjr@la.gov
Jennifer Baird- Accountability
Jennifer.baird@la.gov
Christy Bellue- Certification
Christy.bellue@la.gov
Lindsey Rhodes- Scholarship/Nonpublic Manager
Lindsey.rhodes@la.gov
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